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How we 
worked 
together
Research question, 

methodology & 

methods 

Shared common interest; multiple backgrounds
Common ground: the end-user at the centre

Ruhr

Memory

Guest speakers & 
Participants’ 

reactions (online)

N = 21

Deusto

Contemporary 
City + Silver 

Economy

Guest speakers & 
Participants’ 

reactions (online)

N = 25

Oulu

Past, Present 
& Future

Visit of the Lab + 
interviews at 
shopping mall

N = 29

Zagreb

Anticipation & 
Personal 
Finances

Guest speakers & 
multi-generations 

panels of 
participants 

(online)

N = 14

Liège

Housing 
Anticipation 

Ageism

Workshop in 3 
sub-groups 

(online)

N = 29

Thematical & Methodological debrief



City 
Labs

Universities

Public 
Partners

Business 
ecosystem

Citizens
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External 
societal 
partners
The 5 City Labs 

included…
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What we 
found
Recurring needs & topics

Deusto
Bilbao

ULiège

Ruhr-
Bochum

Oulu
University

Zagreb
University

1 - METHODOLOGICAL DEBRIEF

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

# OF
GROUPS

DURATION

29
(including 7
students)

3

16.30 >
18.00

DATE
28/06/21 -
ONLINE

Description of thematics

•� 16.30-17.00 : Introduction – presentation of the UNIC project (UNIC coordination team at ULiège) and of the theme “ageing well in post-industrial cities”
•� 17.00-17.45 : Workshop - division of participants into 3 sub-groups (1) housing for the elderly, (2) anticipation of ageing well, (3) perception of elderly in society. Each participant reflects
individually on personal memories and life experiences, answering the main "motivating question" (see above). Participants share their insights. At the end of the process, they each
vote for one insight that seems of utmost priority for "living well in post-industrial cities"
•� 17.45-18.00 : Summary and conclusion

Description of methodology

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

# OF
GROUPS

DURATION

21 (online)

same
group

3 hours

DATE 8/07/21

industrial region in post-industrial transformation - How does memory of old people impact their perception of industrial region, and how this industrial past impact how we age well. One
participant from municipal perspective

Description of thematics

invited speakers offering small talks; participants invited to react and share their insights

Description of methodology

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

# OF
GROUPS

DURATION

10 invited
speakers (in

two themes) +
15 participants

only 1
group

3 hours

DATE 15/06/21

ageing well in contemporary city + silver economy.

Description of thematics

Event organized by Deusto University. 2 thematics: ageing well in contemporary city + silver economy. Involvement of researchers, students, university community, including senior students;
senior citizens; agents from city council (social action) City of Bilbao and Basque Country (multicultural existence service); ...

10 guest speakers provided insights in regard of each of the two sub-themes, and then participants were invited to react and share insights

Description of methodology

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

# OF
GROUPS

DURATION

29
participants

9 > 16.30

DATE
24/05/21 -
p Physical

memories of living in Oulu; challenges and opportunities for ageing well in Oulu; what did you think of old age when you were a child? How did it turn out? How would you develop services for
the elderly in Oulu? How do you see your future in Oulu? What kind of dreams do you have? What was most challenging for you during the Covid pandemic? How did you cope with restrictions?

Description of thematics

Visit of the lab with elderly; elderly invited to share insights. Location: shopping mall. Interviews of 29 people passing by in the mall. 7 men and 17 women; 57 > 87 year old range. Interviews
lasted up to 25 minutes. Inductive content analysis

Description of methodology

# OF
PARTICIPANTS

# OF
GROUPS

DURATION

14 (online)

same
group

10-11:30

DATE
8. sep - only

NGO
11. oct - experts,
NGO, students

Individual responsibilities of ageing - anticipation of ageing and preparation for events (children leaving home, declining health etc.)
How to mitigate personal finances as an obstacle of active ageing? Is it possible to have active lifestyle with low pension?

Constant immigration to Zagreb shifts focus from "old" neighbourhoods to newly built ones - possible ghettoization of older people.
Despite huge increase in projects and activities for elderly, the interest is low - how to increase interest for active ageing and social participation?

Description of thematics

Short description of UNIC and Ageing well collaboration
Presentation on ageing and elderly population activity in Zagreb/Croatia

Insights from NGO invited guests representing more than 10% of all pensioners in Croatia
Multigenerational concept - discussion with students on their perspective (helping elderly, volunteering and high financial burden for younger to support multigenerational solidarity - public

pension and health systems with universal coverage in terms when only 53% of pensions are old-age pensions, the rest is special category pensions)
Discussion on individual responsibility of ageing - focus on low social participation of elderly (projects, education, sports, other activities)

Description of methodology

2 - CONTENT

Three thematics: 
  (1) Housing

for the
elderly

Profile of
participants :
professionals

working with the
elderly

Question asked: What
are the priority issues for
a home where it will be

"good to grow old" in the
Walloon region?

(2) Anticipation
of ageing well

Profile of
participants :

students / young
citizens and

professionals

Question asked: which decisions
are beneficial / crucial /

inappropriate over the course of a
lifetime, in order to anticipate the

'ageing well'?

(3) Perception
of elderly in

society

Profile of
participants :

elderly

Question asked: Ageism: prejudice,
negative stereotyping or discriminatory
attitudes towards a person because of

their age.
At what point in your life have you
experienced/experienced ageism?

ULiège

Housing for the
elderly

Anticipation of
ageing well

Perception of
elderly in society

Living
space /
housing

Accessibility Autonomy
5/8 votes

"for"

be able to stay
in own

neighborhood
(if not same

house)

in close
proximity with
amenities and

services

collective
alternatives

privacy and
intimacy

being able
to live in first

floor only

not enough
anticipation  -

often reflected on
after important
event (e.g. fall)

nursing
homes are
reaching

their limits

architecture /
interior

architecture can
be a source of

abuse

Social well-
being

good
social

network

reliable
social

relations

anticipate
retirement

Make own
choices /
decisions

Choose
own

activities

Own pace
of life

Self-
determinism

empathy
subjective
well-being

what about in
case of

sickness ?
(e.g.

alzheimer)

Insure
financial
security

retirement
insurance

Old people
being lumped
together (50+;

65+; ...)

Variety of
profiles rarely

taken into
account

decisions
not

deemed
relevant

no
possibility

to give
advice

no possibility to
make own

choices
(especially in
covid crisis)

ageism is
commonplace in

society:
attentions that
are not always

necessary

think in terms of
50+ could be more

inclusive (less
discriminant) >

"trans-generational"

Ageism
perceived...

At work (45+
employees)

in the
media (1

vote)

in official
documents

through
political

decisions

when
interacting

with younger
people

in general
(3 votes)

In retirement
homes: staff and
close relatives

"think for us" and
infantilise the

elderly

... as less hurtful
than sexism.

Ageism is more
"accepted" in the

society

the "invisibles" =
elderly who stay very

active (through
associations, caritative

actions...) > need to
make them visible

again

Ageism also
sometimes not
perceived ("I

don't feel
concerned")

in covid
times

feeling of
young being
opposed to

old

young people
dictate what

older should do
/ not do

but... young
people also got
"categorized" on
basis of their age

Importance of
auto-

determination
(1 vote)

importance
of autonomy

habitat
should not

hinder a
dignified end

of life

importance
of feeling

useful

do not sur
protect the

elderly

support is the
most important;

staying at home is
not the sole

solution

ageing = managing
risks. it's better to die

younger and take
some risks than grow

very old but be
impeded to do as

wanted (1 vote)

kids should
not choose

for their
parents

auto-
determinism

= crucial
health factor

open and
welcoming

place

mixed
functions
including

social control

important to re-
create mixed-

services public
spaces, with re-
integration of

close amenities

offer more
health care
services to

enable to stay
at home

need to
profoundly

reshape urban
spaces to make
them inclusive

need to develop
services to help
decision making
when it comes to
housing (also at
young age, in
anticipation)

anticipation
needed,

especially
when kids are

gone

big houses
difficult to

maintain (and
costly)

architecture
grows

"unsuitable"
with time

some people
are "stuck at
home" just
because of
three stairs

need to adapt
constructive norms
so that architecture
does not become

an obstacle

unfitted house =
risk of falling = the
most costly right
now for belgian
social security

anticipate
architecture

need to delete the
cohabitant tax status,
that limits all forms of

"living together"
(income guarantee cut

from 20%)

need more public-
private partnerships
to help most access

to collective
alternatives

create "temporary
urban permit" to

allow (more easily)
to build small annex

to a building

legal /
administrative

actions needed

necessity to
create offers for

tenants (not
always home-

owners)

collective alternatives
sometimes seen as

"pirate nursing homes"
> alternatives are

hindered by norms

inter-generations =
complementarity

and mutual
assistance (1 vote)

"living and building
together" = complex

process, can sometimes
turn wrong > need to

provide clear guidance
and support to reach
collective agreement

elderly should stay
at the chore of the
decision to share

life with somebody
else: if constrained,

will not work

collective alternative
should be permanent:
should be possible to

decide to die there

"charter of
good living
together"

necessity for
shared spaces in
the building, to

accelerate shared
services and
mutual help

Decriminalize
alternative

nursing home
initiatives (1

vote)

Alternative,
collective
housing

need to develop
community land

trust (or similar) to
reduce cost of

"building together"

financial
autonomy

sometimes
difficult to
maintain

when
widowed

two crucial
moments:
around 60,
around 80

getting old = a
process. the

whole personal
trajectory has to

be taken into
account

need to
"cultivate"

ageing
progressively
(some people
refuse to age)

Ruhr-
Bochum

Deusto
Bilbao

Oulu
university

Zagreb
university

Identity
crisis

enable to
age in one
own house

From
municipality
point of view

Association
for multi-

cultural and
migrations

biography
work used to
make people

talk

sensitivity to
diverse

backgrounds

senior
citizens
offices

identity and
volunteering

volunteering
filling a

vaccum of
meaning

volunteer
work as part

of past or
new identity

memories as
vital resource to

imagine what
ageing look li

participation
of particular

groups

LGBT
group

safe spaces
for LGBTQ

elderl

multilingualism
keep people fit

in long age

difficult to
reach

multilingual
people

technology
ambassador
for elderly

dementia
people

prejudices
against
elderly

mitigate
needs /

affinity with
technology

technology
control
beliefs

lack of
appropriate

format

Ageing well =
necessity to

have a
longitudinal
perspective

how have
people lived
previously?

Have a good
life = have a

purposeful life

could be
lost for
older

people

what
matters
more?

social life;
connecting

with
community

freedom;
autonomy

Agency,
capacity to

intervene and
transform  the
social context

seniors
want to

take part

do not want to
be "object of
solidarity" -

want to take
part

Family -
friends and

health

3 main
points:

time to return
to the society

received
capital

Need of an
strong health
public system

Basque
Governement

Agent

Analysis
relations

Migration &
Age

improve dialogue
between

administration and
different cultural

communities

second part
on silver
economy

Loneliness
Health

problems passivity

Challenges
of aging

Poor social
and

healthcare
services

difficult to
reach

services

dissatisfaction
with social and
healthcare staff

Dissatisfaction
with sport

opportunities
Dissatisfaction

with group
activitie

Dissatisfaction
with guidance

and counseling

Dissatisfaction
with public
transport
services

Challenges of
digitalization

Challenges
related to

covid 1

Ageing
related

problems
and issues

lack of
services

need for
guidance

and
counseling

need for non-
electronic
services

(human-center)

need help
in using e-
services

lack of activities
- sport, group

activities (covid
effect?)

...
Main

issues:

Opportunities:
good living

environment
excellent
services

positive
attitude is
needed

Dreams:

...

sociality and
social

participation

ageing in
place in

good and
safe env.

indépendance
and autonomy services

self-
realization

Technology

Memories

Diversity

Volunteerin
g

What is
Aging well?

Conditions
of

possibility?

Breaking
stereotypes
about older

people

In what kind
of cities?

New ways of
being older,
participate...

Cities have
agency

enablers
or

inhibitors
of

REAL
OPPORTUNITIES

to aging well

Older
people´s
point of

view

collaborative
invollvement

voluntering
and

solidarity

social
entrepreneurship

Public
institutions 

Bilbao City
Council

Social Area

Bilbao
Mirada
Aktiba

cities for
people
(desing,

fourniture,
public space

Bilbao
Friendly

City Plan III

-2012. I Plan
-2016. II Plan

- 2021: III Plan.
Bilbao + 60

-8 indicators of
health and

quality of urban
life for Older

people

outdoor
spaces transport housing social

participation

social
inclusion

communication
and information

community &
health

services
employment

Loneliness
in the

elderly

"social
antennas"

Itineraries
of social

integration

personalized
networks

BILTZEN. Basque
Service for

integration and
intercultural
coexistence

protection of
rights, identities

and
intercultural
associations

Individual
responsibility

Independency

Multigenerational
concept

Low  anticipation
and preparation
(emotional and

financial)

Children
leaving
parental

home

Partner
dying/

getting sick

Property too
big (expensive)
for singles or

couples

Financial
preparedness

Not willing to
give up from it,
sense of loss

Ageing has
multigenera

tional
aspect

40-50-60 year
olds can better
anticipate own
ageing through

contact with
elderly

Working-age
population bears the

economic cost of
ageing

Children often
support or care

for parents

Children can
introduce new

technologies that
increase

independency of
elderly

Financial

Low income/
costs ratio

High barrier for
active ageing
(travel, health,

leisure...)

Property
maintenance

costs

Emotional

Focused on
adult children
and their lives

Partners (e.g. if
partner is passive, it
transfers or makes

it harder)

Physical
(health

issues, low
mobility...)

Transport

Living
spaces

Participation

Societal

Technological - not
able to participate in
digital society and

digital services

Ageism/fear -
not even trying
to participate

Stopping/declining
personal contacts
after retirement

Small group of
active elderly

people participate
in majority of

events. Rest is
passive.

3 categories:
- no interest

- no information
- objective obstacles
(health, poverty etc.)

Continue
personal

contacts and
social

participation

Increase promotion
of self-awareness

and social
participation of

elderly

Public/
private

services

Children, younger
relatives,

volunteers as a
carrier/advocate of
new interests for

elderly
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What we 
found

Recurring needs 

& topics

(a glimpse)

Low level of 
anticipation 

(projection in 
the future is

difficult)

Strong
attachement to 
one’s property

(even if 
inadequate)

Property
Maintenance 
Cost too high

Dissatisfaction
with public 
transport 

services & public 
spaces

Dissatisfaction
with poor group 

activities
(ageism) vs. 

Passivity

Few safe spaces
for LGBTQ 

elderly

Prejudices
against the 

elderly (espcially
during covid)

Importance of 
purposeful

volunteering to 
remain active 
(social value)

Self-
determinism; 

aging = 
managing risks
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What we 
found

Recurring needs 

& topics

(a glimpse)

Low level of 
anticipation 

(projection in 
the future is

difficult)

Strong
attachement to 
one’s property

(even if 
inadequate)

Family support & 
care: different

from one region
to another

Property
Maintenance 
Cost too high

Dissatisfaction
with public 
transport 

services & public 
spaces

Dissatisfaction
with poor group 

activities
(ageism) vs. 

Passivity

Poor Social and 
Healthcare 

Services

Few safe spaces
for LGBTQ 

elderly

Prejudices
against the 

elderly (espcially
during covid)

Importance of 
purposeful

volunteering to 
remain active 
(social value)

Self-
determinism; 

aging = 
managing risks

Various Legal
frameworks for 

setting-up 
Collective 
Housing

… and local 

specificities:
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What we 
found

Methodological 

Dissatisfactions

(a glimpse)

Various levels of 
end-users’ 

involvement

«Overwhelming» 
experts

…

… with
their «own» 

agenda

Digital Divide

So What ?

… but rich, 
complex & 

situated
experiences

Poor 
representativity

…

« Usual
Suspects »

Fatigue for over-
solicited

participants
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What we 
found

Methodological 

Dissatisfactions

(a glimpse)

Various levels of 
end-users’ 

involvement

«Overwhelming» 
experts

…
Ease in recruiting

participants

… with
their «own» 

agenda

Digital Divide

So What ?

Strong & Shared
Commitment to 

Age Well

… but rich, 
complex & 

situated
experiences

Poor 
representativity

…

« Usual
Suspects »

Fatigue for over-
solicited

participants

Willingness from
« pro » partners
to include end-
users & their
trajectories

… and 

satisfactions:
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Impact & 
outcomes
Next steps ?

VMP: 
Focus on 
Co-design

Universities

Public 
Partners

Business 
ecosystem

Citizens
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